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CONSPIRACY.THOUGHT CR!ME OF THE 80's

As governments become larger and more powerful,
they come to believe in their own perfection as if it were a
fact.of nature. This creates a problem for them: How to
deal with those who disagree? For example, how does
one deal with Ed Murphy, businessman, radio hotliner
and director of a tax resistance movement? Ed is a law
abiding man but he kept criticizing government waste on
his talk show and in his hardhitting book, A Legacy of
Spending. ln a free country freedom of speech must be
protected by government so how can they silence an
honest man who exercises his freedom to speak by
criticizing them? (And they must silence people like Ed
Murphy or risk being kicked out of off ice.)

One makes an honest man a criminal by passing a law
which cannot be observed. The conspiracy law is just
such a law. lt treats thoughts as if they were actions and
judges the thought to be a crime if the corresponding
action is a crime. ln the Ed Murphy case the alleged
action would have been attempting to bribe a govern-
ment official. He has been charged with conspiracy to
bribe or more simply thinking about atempting to bribe.
That is the danger of conspiracy laws. lt is impossible to
tell whether a thought is mere fantasy, idle boasting,
slang, or an actual plot to commit a crime. There is only
one way to properly find out whether or not a man is
serious about his thoughts and that is to judge his
correspond i ng actions.

Did Ed Mgrphy think or tatk about bribing a govern-
ment off icial? Perhaps, but if so his actions showlhat he
was not serious. ln spite of hundreds of thousands of
taped phone calls, including those from the office and
home of a provincial cabinet minister whose phones were
also bugged, not one instance of an attempt to bribe ever
surfaced. Ed Murphy is no more guilty of the alleged
crime than you are.

Ed Murphy is guilty of standing up to an ever more
dictatorial federal government and nothing more. He is
being persecuted for it and has been abandoned by many
who once looked up to him. He deserves better.-We ai
tl|LT publicly state that regardless of the outcome of the
Murphy conspiracy Farce we stand behind the in_
nocence of Ed Murphy. To do less is to betray everything
that we stand for and would invalidate our rijht to 6xpect
support when our time to be persecuted comes.

To our members who unthinkingly have pronounced
Ed Murphy guilty, reconsider your position. To those
who never lost their conviction in Murphy,s innocence, I

ded icate th is editorial.

(This editorial was written on March 5. On March 6 Ed
Murphy was found guilty of conspiring to bribe a
government off icial)

VANCOUVER'S DOOMED STADIUM
by Nick Moldovanyi

On January 29, 1980 Premier Bill Bennett announced
that his provincial government would proceed with plans
to build a 60.000 seat domed "amphitheatre" (read
stadium) in downtown Vancouver. This followed the
release of the Manning/Bell Report which concluded
that:
1. A sports stadium would lose money;
2. Government funding, provincial or federal, could not

and should not be used to finance a home for profes-
sional sports;

3. There was an easy way around those two problems.
First of all, under no circumstances should the 60.000
seat domed building (which will be designed to
accommodate football, baseball, and soccer) be referred
to, called oreven mentioned as a stadium. lt is in fact a
"multi purpose public assembly facility, or amphi-
theatre, a f uture meeting place for all British Columbians
and visitors". Secondly, if a few pavilions were built and
"Transpo'86" was to be held on the same site, then the
federal government could be convinced to pay at least
one third of the costs. lt could be named B.C. Place and
completed for the centennial celebrations of Vancouver
City. On top of that if an iirternational exhibition such as
Transpo'86 (similar to Monireal's Expo'67)was built up
and draped in flowery descriptions of civic pride, then
maybe no one will notice the 60.000 seat ''amphitheatre"
built,with taxpayers' money and operated at a loss with
taxpayers' money.

ln a nutshell that is what the Socred governmeni is
proposing to do. For a party that claims to represent the
f ree-enterprise ideal, they have a strange way of showing
it. lf a city needs a stadium it should and would be built
by private interests, with no cost to the taxpayers. But
the Social Credit Party has been through a number of

(continued on page 5)

HANS F. SENNHOLZ JOINS HALT
Dr. Hans F. Sennholz, distinguished Austrian

economist and lecturer, has become the second
member of HALT's Board of Advisors, joining
Henry Hazliit. Dr. Sennholz is the chairman of the
Department of Economics at Grove City College (a
100% privately funded institution). He is also both
an officer and a trustee for the Foundation for
Economic Education. Dr. Sennholz has been a
forceful and eloquent spokesman in all aspects of
free market economics for many years. His books
includeGOLD lS MONEY, INFLATION, OFI GOLD
STANDAHD and recently, the superb AGE OF
INFLATION (see our books section). We are
delighted to welcome Dr. Sennholz to the Board
and look forward to being able to draw on his
formidable expertise in the defense of f reedom.



NEWS BRIEFS

EDMONTON
President Michael Kozak sends word from Edmonton

that the HALT chapter there has organized the mem-
bership into 50's and, recognizing that "the larger the
membership, the more we will be heeded", is working
hard to recruit new members. The group has received
some recent media coverage, chiefly through letters to
the editor and as a result of an interview with John
Bonter of the North Edmonton Examiner.

The group's immediate projects are: 1. Research into
the costs and necessity of a) projected plans for a new
City Hall, b) extension of the existing rapid transit
system, c) annexation of surrounding towns, and 2. Pre-
paration for the civic election by studying aldermanic
stands on various issues.

Mike's personal optimism is one of the main
ingeredients of the success of the Edmonton chapter:
'Above all, (wife) Carla and I f ully believe in what we are
doing. There are many organizations in Canada (such as
the League of Rights), but there is none such as HALT
which can identify with as many people personally". lt is
this sort of conviction that paves the way for change.

CALGARY
HALT Calgary keeps on percolating. President Wayne

Kollinger has spoken about HALT's objectives and
activities at two recent functions: the New Faces Society
in Edmonton on Jan 24, and the objectivist organization,
Alberta Association for Capitalist Education, the
previous week. Currently HALT's most in-demand
speaker, Wayne has also been invited to Cardston by
Halter Nick Nickyforuk to speak to a tax reform group
there.
HALT Calgary is presently monitoring what may be its
next project. Alberta's petition and plebiscite legislation,
which has been responsible for threatening several civic
projects, has recently come under attack by those in
danger of seeing taxpayers reject their pet public
projects. Fearing that Albertans might lose their only
meaningful check on government spending, HALT is
keeping tabs on any legislation proposed for the up-
coming legislative sessions which might limit of remove
the right to conduct petotions and plebiscites.

VICTORIA
HALT Victoria continues to grow as a series of HALT

meetings and informal membership drives net new
members. ln addition, the Victoria chapter is
contemplating its f irst major projects as it examines the
government Goliath of the Capital Regional District.
Comparable to the Greater Vancouver Regional District,
the organization is a troublesome perpetrator of ex-
pensive civic government projects.

Another recent Victoria venture was a half hour talk
show on CHEK TV (Channel 6), where moderator John
Barton ("John Barton& Co.) interviewed Mike Little and
Victoria president Don Braden. One of the show's high-
lights was a discussion of the psychology of the average
politician ---how he gets into politics because of a desire
to regulate his fellow citizens, and how this penchant for
control will inexorably lead to the growth of government.
The show was obviously enjoyed by host Barton and
netted the chapter several telephone inquiries.

ONTARIO
HALT London spokesrnan Sieg Pedde recently drove

to Windsor for an intervie'uy on a radio show there that
was broadcast as a five minute news special. Timed just
prior to the election, the show focused on the issue of
high taxation and HALT's non-partisan approach to the
problem.

TEMISCAMING
HALT Temiscaming (Quebec), with currently the

highest number of HALT members per capita (.52)
continues to work at expansion. ln addition to running
continuous membership drives, the group is famili-
arizing the town with the HALT name by running a
weekly column in the local newspaper. Written by presi-
dent Andre Ferlatte, the column is called Tax Facts f rom
HALT, and features such items as the cost of the national
def icit, and "Whatever Happened to Your $1000
Christmas Bonus?" The education of Temiscaming is
underway.

HALIFAX
HALT Halifax activist David Morgan has been keeping

the organization i4 the news with two recent projects. On
Jan. 16 David pr-esented a HALT brief (the ,,Canadian
Charter of Liberties", a document written by Walter
Boytinck def ining the basic principles of liberty and the
method necessary to re-establish them) to the Nova
Scotia House of Assembly Select Committee on
Constitutional Matters. He describes the encounter with
the assorted Legislators, Q.C.'s and constitutional
historians as comparable to "walking into a den of
lions". Although David may not have emerged
victorious, he wasn't devoured, and has let many more
politicians know that they are being watched.

The second project was a six minute interview with
Kevin Trudell of Radio 96 CHNS Halifax, discussing
HALT's objectives and the signif icance of HALT
Calgary's recent victory. Trudell was a receptive host
and concluded the interview by welcoming any further
on HALTf S progress.

SASKATOON
HALT Saskatoon is on the move. A January 28th.

meeting saw the establishment of an official executive;
President - Bernard Janzen, Vice-President - D.D.
Cranf ield, Secretary - Ranaye Tanner,
Treasurer - Dr. J. Billet

Bernard Janzen defines the new Chapter's first
objectives as being to give HALT publicity in Saskatoon
and to increase membership. Plans are to issue press
releases, to run an advertisement in the local paper, and
to launch a campaign of door to door canvassing. Not
surprisingly for our most tightly governed Province,
Bernard finds Saskatoon businessmen "Unhappy with
government overregulation, excessive taxatioh, and
excessive government ownership of the economy", and
predicts a signif icant potential for HALT.

ROCKY MOUNTA!N HOUSE
Action is picking up in central Alberta thanks to the

initiative of Larry Reed of Rocky Mountain House. Larry
joined last August and has been promoting HALT ever
since. Working with Lyle Wilson, he is now in the
process of starting up a local chapter and is considering
beginning in Red Deer, which has 30.000 people to Rocky
Mountain House's 5.000.

L_arry sees public apathy as the worst that can happen
to Canada. Apathetie is not a word that describes him
however. ln addition to his HALT membership, Larry
belongs to the National Firearms Association, The
Canadian lntelligence Service, On Target, and the
Alberta Association for Capitalist Education. Larry's
interest in HALT stems from his belief that the only way
to reverse our rush towards statism is for the people to
control the money coffers at all levels of government. We
agree.

As well as promoting HALT activities Larry has just
started his own one man tax revolt. (More news on that
as it breaks.) We wish Larry well in his efforts and
anticipate exciting things out of Central Alberta in the
coming months.



HALT FIRMS UP PRODUCT

Many of our chapter leaders have commented that they
have difficulty in answering the oft asked question.
"Exactly what does HALT do?" The answer "We are
working to lower taxes and limit the spending power of
the gevernment", is just too general to be satisfactory.
People expect specific answers to their questions and
want something concrete that they can see today, not 10
years ahead.

The point is a valid one. To improve this situation we
are announcing a formal statement of precisely what
product HALT has to offer and how the HALT product
will be marketed to the public.
A STANDARDIZED PRODUCT

The product that HALT will be offering is a community
service consisting
of:

ORGANIZATION
ACTION

INFORMATION

With these three services we simultaneously introduce
the formation of three types of HALT chapters. The f irst
chapter, incorporating ORGANIZATION, is the most
rudimentary and would mark the first step from being a
disorganized union of HALT members to an organized
communications network. The second level of chapter,
which adds the ingredient of ACTION, would be one in
which the organized members start meeting formally and
decide to initiate community activity. Most of our
chapters fall into this second category today. The third
level of chapter, including INFORMATION, offers all
three levels of service and would be a.permanent force
in the community. Before examining the particulars of
forming a chapter on one of these levels, we will take a
more detailed look at the product.

ORGANIZATION
The creation of an organization is the f irst service that

a HALT chapter has to offer its members. Until
organization takes place, there is no chapter, there are
only isolated members who receive the HALTER and live
in the same community. The formal organization process
consists of placing all of a community's membdrs into
communications and volunteer networks. These
networks are a prerequisite to any action taking place.
The procedures necessary to explain the construction of
the networks and how to use and maintain them have
already been created by head office.

ACTION
Once the networks are in place, coordinated action can

begin. This is HALT's second service. Action is what will
eventually bring about change and is what makes all the
difference between HALT being a social club or a force
for political reform. Action can be simple, such as the
distribution of a news release at city hall, or complex,
such as the Calgary project to defeat the Civic Centre. lt
can be internal action such as a membership drive or a
fund raising event such as a garage sale.

INFORMATION
lmportant though action is, it is not enough. This leads

us to the crucial element:INFORMED decision making.
lf HALT is to change the course of Canadian politics, its
members must be well-informed about the options that
are available to them. The heart of the HALT product
must be an information service. This service becomes the
core of the f ully-integrated HALT chapter. One an Action
chapter has been formed and is working smoothly, it is
ready to take on the larger hurdle of providing
information for the community. This information is
circulated in the form of a regular newsletter which is
distributed to every subscriber. lt is strictly local

information and will,provide the community with the
type of service missing from local politics: knowledge of
who runs the town, how much they spend, where the
money goes, who is interested in reducing expenses,
what the alternatives to government-run services are and
anything else of importance in the affairs of local
government. This information will be distributed in the
form of three newsletters:

1. A bi-monthly newsletter published on alternate
months to the HALTER and containing news of local
issues and HALT activities.

2. A yearly report containing a summary of the actions
at city hall, the politicians to beware of, those to seek

out, and descriptions of HALT victories (and defeats).
3. A pre-election report, containing profiles of each of

the candidates running for local off ice, their views on
the issues, past voting records of incumbents, plus
the HALT recommended slate of candidates.

COORDINATION NEEDED
Because the product of HALT is now more concrete,

some method of understanding must exist between head
off ice and the individuals who wish to create and operate
a chapter. Each individual must know exactly what his
responsibilities are. To accomodate the fact that HALT is
primarily a volunteer organization we have introduced
the organization/action/information levels of chapter.
Anyone wishing to take on the task of creating a chapter
will be able to proceed f rom one level to another without
running the risk of getting in too deep too fast.

LEVEL 1 CHAPTER
This chapter must provide organization as detailed by
head office. The person who accepts the position of
chapter organizer will not be expected to act as a public
spokesman for HALT. He will be the local contact for
HALT. The person accepting this post will sign a simple
agreement which outlines his responsibilities (and those
activities outside of his position in which he must not
indulge). Failure to live up to the agreement will result in
its cancellation and head office will be free to look for
another organizer.

LEVEL 2 CHAPTER
This chapter will provide all level 1 services plus Action.
The responsibilities of one who accepts the position of
president of a Level 2 Chapter will be to perform the
following functions as part of his commitment to Action:
1. Act as a public spokesman for HALT before the

media, business and social organizations and local
government.

2. Lead campaigns against any outrageous local
spending programs

3. Take measures to promote membership growth
4. Maintain a bank account under HALT's name
5. Carry out the administration procedures necessary to

maintain an adquate f low of information to head off ice
on all chapter activities.

The person accepting the position as Level 2 president
must also sign a contract agreeing to the terms outlined
therein. Failure to live up to the agreement will result in
its cancellation and the turning over to head office of all
assets of the chapter. Head office will then seek out a
new president.

LEVEL 3 CHAPTER
This chapter will provide all Level 2 services plus commit
to producing the lnformation already described. The
information will be sold to new members, and this
represents a f inancial commitment which is absent from
Level 1 and 2 Chapters. lt is this crucial difference which
distinguishes a Level 3 Chapter.

continued onpage 5



FISCAL WATCHDOG

By Robert W. Poole, Jr.

Mrs. Garlene Zapitelli is a southern California com-
muter. Several years ago, fed up with rush-hour conges-
tion and concerned about the eneroy crisis. she bouoht a
Dodge van and began carrying fellow commuters to
work--for a small fee to cover expenses. Unwittingly,
Mrs. Zapitelli's action set off an urban transit revolution
of major consequences for hardpressed taxpayers.

ln short order the enterprising woman was hauled
before the state's Public Utilities Commission. The
charge? Operating an illegal bus line that unfairly
competed with existing bus companies. Several appeals
and manythousandsof dollars later, the Legislaturevoted
to exempt for-hire vanpools and carpools from state
jurisdiction, provided the driver was also a commuter.

With that decision, California became one of a handf ul
of states--including Minnesota, Tennessee, Virginia, and
Connecticut--to legalize vanpooling, one of several alter-
natives to costly government mass transit. Commuters
like vanpooling because, compared with buses, it offers
door-to-door service and a semblance of privacy.
Compared with driving you own car, the van offers the
chance to stretch out and relax, sometimes in
airliner-type seats with stereo music, at real dollar
savings. A 12-passenger van, in fact, is more energy
eff icient than the New York subway, providing over 110
passengermi les per gallon.

Vanpooling, like for-hire carpooling generally, is un-
fortunately still illegal in most states--or under the regu-
latory thumb of state agencies that protect established
bus and taxi companies f rom perceived threats of
competition. Not just vanpooling is proscribed. A host of
innovative transit concepts--referred to as paratransit--
can provide inexpensive, flexible urban transportation
without requiring a penny of taxpayers' money. The
barriers to paratransit are mostly city and state regula-
tory bodies, not technology or cost.

One form of paratransit is the shared-ride taxi. Most
city governments ban group riding in cabs (that is,
several different customers going to different destina-
tions). Two that don't are Davenport, lowa and Hicks-
ville, New York. ln both cities private cab companies
provide low-cost, highvolume shared-ride taxi service
that appeals to many of the same people who ride bus
lines.

Davenport's Royal Cab Company has increased its
ridership by 179 percent in f ive years,while patronage of
the local bus system has dropped by half. Royal Cab now
carries nearly as many passengers per year as the bus
system. Many users prefer the shared-ride cabs, because
they provide door-to-door service at an average fare of
only $'l .05--and, even with stops, take less time than the
bus. The time savings are particularly important to
Hicksville riders of the Orange and White Cab
Company, most of whom are racing to catch the Long
lsland Railroad.

Professor Kenneth Heathington of the University of
Tennesee's Transportation Center has made an ex-
tensive study of the Davenport and Hicksville
companies. He found that their operating costs are much
lower than those of the highly-touted Dial-a-Flide
systems funded by the federal government--systems
which provide a similar kind of demand-responsive
service. But the Davenport and Hicksville companies are
private, prof it-making concerns that don't receive a cent
of tax money. They have sirnply found an economical way
to help commuters.

Jitneys are another form of paratransit. Essentially, a
jitney is a shared-ride cab running along more-or-less
f ixed routes. Charges are far less than for regular cab
fares. ln Chattanooga, Tennessee 85 jitneys now carry
some 20 million riders a year. On a typical route the fare
is 35c, with an extra 10c charge for going up to three
blocks off the route. Jitneys ply San Francisco's famed
Mission Street and newly thriving Atlantic City, New
Jersey.

The jitneys proVide important advantages over buses.
ln many cases they go where bus routes don't, especially
into poorer neighborhoods. Unlicensed jitneys in Pitts-
burgh wait in front of supermarkets to take shoppers
home. Some operate like carpools, picking up regular
groups of commuters each morning. Drivers on occasion
even extend credit to regular passengers until payday.

Vanpools are the newest form of paratransit. Besides
individual commuterdrivers like Mr Zapitelli, the biggest
growth is occurring in corporate vanpoling. This
approach was originated by Robert Owens of 3M
Company in Minneapolis. Under his plan, the company
provides--and insures--12-seat vans to volunteer
employee drivers. The first eight passengers pay the
company a monthly charge that covers all operating
costs. The driver can add up to three more passengers to
earn income for himself, and can take the van home on
weekends for a small mileage charge.

"The beauty of (corporate) vanpooling is that
everybody wins", says Owens. The company saves on
parking expenses, commuters save 9150-750 per year in
commuting costs, and the general public saves in terms
of reduced congestion and pollution--and reduced
demand for tax-f unded mass transit system.

Corporate vanpooling is rapidly gaining supporters.
Atlantic Richfield (ARCO) has helped sponsor Commuter
Computer--a joint public/private agency that publicizes
corporate vanpooling in the Los Angeles area. Led by
ARCO's participation, Commuter Computer has 700
participants, with another 4000 signed up and waiting for
more vans to be purchased. The vans and all operating
costs are paid for by participating employers; tax funds
cover only a portion of Commuter Gomputer's role as
coordinator and publ icist.

Taxpayers today are being asked to spend millions of
dollars subsidizing government-owned bus and rail
transit systems. Yet the private sector has developed
f lexible, responsive alternatives that are self-supporting.
"Paratransit isn't very glamorous", notes Ronald Kirby
of the Urban lnstitute. "lt's not like building a highly
visible rail system or a highway. But it's a lot cheaper
and in many ways more satisfactory for today's cities".

State and local governments can play a key role in
making paratransit available. lt's a role that requires no
new programs, and best of all, no tax money. All that's
required is to repeal restrictive regulations--city ordi-
nances that limit the number of cabs and prohibit group
riding, and state regulations that restrict or prohibit van-
pooling. The private sector is demonstrating that f lexible
mass transit can be provided without public subsidy, if
the authorities give it an opening. Taxpayers should
make sure it is given that chance.

Copyright c 1977 National Taxpayers Union



FROM THE PRESTDENT

We received a letter from a member recently in which
two questions were posed. I thought the answers I gave
would interest our members as they clear up some pos-
sible questions that they might be sharing. Here is a
condensed form of the letter plus my answer.
Gentlemen:

I am planning to renew my.membership for 1980 but
before I do there are a few items I would appreciate
being clarif ied.
1 Your f inancial statement July 1, 1978 to December 31 ,

1979 shows an item entitled "Miscellaneous - g 3,254.87.
This seems to be a large amount to be considered mis-
cellaneous.
2 You mentioned in the January HALTER of a plebiscite
taken in Calgary last Fall that put a wrench in the City of
Calgary's plans. We now have the Premier of B.C. plan-
ning and rapidly setting into motion a complex in Van-
couver not entirely dissimilar to the Calgary one. What
do you plan to do about that?

Yours very truly,
Mrs. J.P. Stack

Towhich lreplied:
ln response to your letter of Feb. 6: 1.) The reason for

our large miscellaneous item was that when we originally
set up the books we had not taken into account a couple
of categories which should have been entered as se-
parate accounts. The single largest item was newspaper
advertising which cost us $1200; the other was the sale
and purchase of books. This procedural error has been
corrected and will be shown separately in the next f inan-
cial statement.
2.) As far as this item goes I would love to see the mem-
bers in B.C. take up the battle against B.C. Place: it is
just the kind of issue that HALT should engage in. How.
ever, from the way in which you posed the question
(What are you going to do about it?), I surmise that a mis-
understanding exists about the function of Head Office
among the members. My function is to create an organi-
zation in Canada through which those of you who are
concerned about tax levels can act in order to make the
necessary changes. Creating that organization is a full
time job. Part of that job is to encourage members in the
various regions of Canada to take direct action in
stopping ridiculous spending plans. To date in B.C. the
best we can say is that we have not yet been successful in
locating a core group of people who are concerned
enough about taxation in their municipalities to do
something about it. However, we are on the verge of a
breakthrough and I believe that you will see some HALT
members in the near future tackling B.C. Place. Perhaps
you would wish to offer some support when that time
comes.

My main job is to find the men and women who have
the courage of their convictions but perhaps lack an
understanding of how to make the changes required. As I
find them and show them what to do and what can be
done, then the political direction of the country will start
to change. However, one man acting alone cannot ac-
complish our goals. This is why I will not directly do
something about B.C. Place but, instead, continue to do
what I see as absolutely necessary: encouraging and
helping others to act.

Building HALT will not happen overnight and
changing our tax laws will not happen overnight, even
though we all get impatient at times. Your continued
support will help it happen, my continued perserverence
will help it happen but if either of us quits there wiil be
no chance whatsoever' 

sincerery,
M.A. Little

(Mrs. Stack subsequently renewed her membership. See
the article on B.C. Place elsewhere in The HALTER.)

(from page 1)

scandals in recent months, and many believe that a
display like B.C. Place (which will be built or under
construction by the next election) could divert attention
f rom the Party's dismal record.

I have followed the stadium debate for many months
and am now researching the findings of the
Manning/Bell report. While there are many good
arguments for a new stadium facility in Vancouver, there
are NO reasons why the government, at any level, should
be involved. To this end, HALT Vancouver is organizing
a public awareness campaign to point out exactly what is
going on. We are planning a press conference for late
March to release our own report showing why taxpayers
throughout the country stand to lose as a result of this
precedent setting project. Once tax money from across
B.C. and Canada is used to f inance Vancouver's
stadium, there will be a rush by municipalities to obtain
federal and provincial f unding for similar projects.

A great deal of assistance is required from all HALT
members to mount a successful campaign. We need
researchers, letter writers, organizers and hopefully
contributors to offset expenses. lt is a chance for
everyone who resents the growth of government
spending and its intrusion into private business to stand
up and do something about it. lnterested volunteers can
contact me through HALT's office. Who knows, we may
set a few precedents ourselves.

(from page 3)
DETAILS BEING FINALIZED

The details for the three agreement types are being
completed, as are the detailed administration. procedures
necessary to properly manage a chapter and keep head
oftrce informed about progress. When these tasks are
completed we will be in a position to formally recruit
chapter leaders.
Until then we are looking for members to take an interest
in starting up at least a Level 1 Chapter. Most of our
chapters are now operating on Level 2 status, and we will
personally be contacting each with a more explanatory
document. We also have some exciting new plans about
expanding the head office product to make it more
aiiraciive today rather than five or ten years down the
road. We will report on this in the next HALTER.
lf you do not have a chapter in your comm.unity and think
that it's about time this situation was changed, please
contact us and we will send out the same package to you
as we are sending out to our Chapter presidents. Don't
wait for someone else to initiate action. One person -
yourself - is enough to get started.



BOOKS
AGE OF INFLATION by Hans F. Sennholz
This is the best work on inflation I have read. Dr.

Sennholz f irst deals with the causes of inf lation - "The
creation of money by monetary authorities" - and then
goes on to trace its history in the 20th. Century. He also
offers some very interesting recommendations for the
restoration of a sound monetary system.

The climax of the book is Dr. Sennholz's "covenant of
redemption". This is a simple code of public morality
which will "spearhead a rebirth of our free society"
through the example set by its adherents. The book is
both instructive and inspiring. I cannot recommend it too
highly.
THE CONQUEST OF POVERTY by Henry Hazlitt

HALT advisor Henry Hazlitt demolishes all the
cherished "share the wealth" schemes that have been
introduced by governments throughout the ages as a
means of combatting poverty. Experience shows us that
these schemes don't work, Mr. Hazlitt shows us why
they don't work and that the only system that will work is
the f ree market.

THOM SMITH: OFFICE DYNAMO
Head Off ice staff would like to take this opportunity to

salute the gentleman who is one of HALT's hardest
working and most consistent volunteers, Thom Smith.
For the past year Thom (who also holds down a regular
full-time job) has become more and more involved in
office administration until currently he is doing all
membership processing, as well as handling all inquiries
and referrals. Although Thom amiably admits that there
is the odd item that "slips through the cracks"(he is
eagerly awaiting the arrival of an infallible computer),
we must acknowledge that the job gets done eff iciently
and reliably. Thanks, Thom.

And on the subject of volunteers, if you are within
comfortable distance of 909 Thurlow and would like to
offer your services on occasion, you will find there is
always a backlog of miscellaneous tasks to be done. Es-
pecially in demand are people who can type (speed no
object), but there are also filing, organizational, and
research tasks, errand-running, and miscellaneous
folding, sorting and envelope stuff ing jobs. Please call us
if you can afford to come in on a regular or intermittent
basis. We offer in exchange coffee, camaraderie, and a
closer look at the HALT organization.

Double Punlshment
THE WETFARE STATE is one that robs Peter to pay Paul,
and its success lies in the fact that Paul is fully aware and
grateful for the benefit receivcd while Peter is bewildered
over the identity of the robber. He is apt to blame the hades-
man over whose counter he pays his shrunken dollars, and
thus private enterprise is doubly punished.

E.C. Riegel

TAGE OF INFLATION
NTHE CONQUEST OF

hb-Hans F.Sennholz. . . . .$12.00
POVERTY-Henry Hazlitt

Myers
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trTHE ROAD TO SERFDOM-Friedrich

Please enclose $0.75 to cover postage and handling
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Volunteers prepare HALTER mail-out
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